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		On our website, you can find a great variety of video game mods files. You will be surprised by the vast selection – we offer you Farming Simulator 15, Farming Simulator 17, American Truck Simulator, Euro Truck Simulator 2, GTA5, Fallout 4 and other games mods. It’s also extremely easy to get the file. All you need to do is click on the download button, and it will be completed in just a few seconds. In case of facing any issues, please contact us.
	

	
		



		

	





			



	How to download Manual_Attaching.pdf?

	STEP 1: Click blue button "FREE DOWNLOAD" below.

	STEP 2: Click "DOWNLOAD FILE" in second page.

	
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
	








		




 
	[image: ] Remove Ads!

	Bored of the advertisements while downloading your files? Skip it easily with our VIP plan! All you need to do is fill out the registration form, and VIP plan will be activated right after the money transaction. It is very important to fill out the form carefully in order to avoid any problems.
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	About compressed archive .ZIP / .RAR mod files

	These compressed archives contain optimized multiple files, pressed into one file. It simplifies receiving and to sending mod files while saving your disk space. Archiving can help with checksums, encryption, file spanning, self-installation, and self-extraction actions. Windows and OsX operating systems use ZIP format, therefore it is the most common type. The second most popular sort of archiving format is RAR. Finally, Linux accepts TAR & GZ format while Unix runs only TAR archiving.
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			About Dl-file.com

			Our website Dl-file.com is one of the main databases for sharing game MODs and other files. If you are looking for a reliable source, Dl-file.com is the right place, guaranteeing that each open source game MOD file is completely safe to use.

		

		
			Choosing Us

			Everyone who registers on our platform gets as much space for files as they need because there are no limits. Moreover, you are able to download files at the unlimited speed and most importantly, earn money for downloads. So no more hesitations – share and connect with other users and get what you need!
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